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Aaron Schutz

Map Out an Organizing Strategy, Using The Model We Used in This Class

Note:  While you should pick an area that you have some knowledge about, accuracy is not an issue here.  You should be imaginative about a context and the kind of opposition you might face, etc.  Assume you begin with a relatively small and not particularly well funded, city-wide organization.

Your discussion should not simply list criteria, but should apply the criteria to the complexities of a real effort, explaining why you made particular choices and not others, discussing the limitations and possibilities involved in each.

Your discussion should answer each question in order, unless you want to take a more narrative style (but then I will have to find what "counts" as the answer to each question).  You should write each answer as an essay question, and justify and explain your responses according to our model.  In other words, again, you should explain why your answer fits (or doesn’t fit) the criteria, not just list the criteria.  You are free to disagree with what we learned in class as long as you explain yourself.  Your answers should show you have carefully read the chapters indicated, not just the lists of requirements the criteria list for particular aspects of organizing.  

If you finish this exam in less than five pages (really a minimum), then you have probably not given enough detail.  I want you to tell the story of this imagined campaign.  The less you give, the less chance there is that I can use something excellent in one area to balance out mistakes in another.

1)	Choose a problem area.  Explain why this is a problem and not an issue given the definitions I’ve given of these terms.  

2)	Define the issue within this problem area.  You may not use an issue that was used to develop a strategy in the class discussion or for your recent assignment.  Discuss why this is a good issue as defined by my lectures. 

3)	Choose a target and discuss, given my lectures, why this is the correct target.  Who/what else might be a target (or secondary target)?  Why aren't these other targets the right ones to focus on for your campaign?

4)	A)  Define your constituencies, potential allies (if they are different) and the key groups in your opposition.  What strengths and weaknesses might this constituency have with respect to organizing (possible splits, etc).  

	--For each major group, what do they gain or lose if you win this issue?

	B)  Discuss any other key resources you have access to and key barriers that you might face not discussed above.  Why are these important?

	C)  Discuss research that would be important to complete, where relevant.


5)	Map out your strategy.  Include:  an initial tactic and two alternatives for second tactics given two possible imagined responses of your opposition.  Assume you have already asked “nicely” and the answer was no, so it’s time to apply some pressure.

Constructing this strategy requires you to imagine how a thoughtful opposition might respond, and to note why these responses are likely given the goals of your opponent.  When you are imagining responses, keep in mind what you have said about what the opposition has to gain and lose.  Assume that your opposition doesn't give you what you want after the first tactic.

Your Organization’s First Tactic
One Possible Opposition Response
Another Possible Opposition Response
What Effective Tactic Might Reply to This First Imagined Response?
What Effective Tactic Might Reply to This Second Imagined Response?
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6)	Thoroughly evaluate your first tactic given the criteria we discussed.  Be sure to state why this is the correct tactic to start with.  Keep in mind the specific barriers and resources you have.  

7)	Explain why you think your opposition would make the two responses you cite; note some other responses they could have made, and state why these other responses are less likely.

8)	Briefly justify the two tactics you chose to reply to the opposition’s responses.  You don’t need to go through the criteria; just explain why you think your responses make sense.

9)	Construct an imaginary a time-line for your strategy.  What happens first?  What comes next?  How long should you give for each part of your campaign?

10)	How might this relatively short-term strategy link to a more long-term strategy for building power in your organization?  What might your next issue be given the issue you are working?

11)	Discuss how your strategy and tactics will contribute to nurturing new.

Due:  Monday, Dec 20 at 4:30pm.  Late papers will lose 1/3 of a grade (e.g., A to A-), and up to 2/3 of a grade by the following Monday, except in exceptional circumstances.  You may either e-mail the paper to me at schutz@uwm.edu or leave the paper in the drop box for the online course.

